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Subject: Inclusion of an assessment of ‘behaviour’ in school leaving certificates

A few weeks ago, a majority in the Greek Parliament approved Law 4692/2020 on ‘upgrading school 
and other provisions’. The law reintroduced an assessment of the behaviour of secondary school 
pupils in all qualifications, including school leaving certificates, diplomas, lower secondary school-
leaving certificates and other study certificates. The practice of recording a pupil’s behaviour has been 
abolished in most Member States, where it was applied or evaluated separately, without appearing in 
the school leaving certificates; in any case a pupil’s behaviour cannot be evaluated on the basis of 
personality or other personal characteristics. In the absence of objective criteria for assessment, 
‘behaviour’ can easily turn into arbitrary judgement and a way of discriminating against students and 
stigmatising them for life and seriously impeding their professional careers. This measure also raises 
questions about the implementation of the General Data Protection Regulation 2016/679 (EU), an 
issue7 that was also identified by the Hellenic Parliament’s Scientific Service 1 . The question also 
arises about how the principle of proportionality can be applied to this measure, and it is doubtful 
whether, as a measure for imposing school discipline, it is in keeping with the dignity of the child 
according to the International Convention on the Rights of the Child.

In view of the above, will the Commission say:

Is it aware of this legislative change?

Does it consider that the General Data Protection Regulation is not being implemented properly in this 
instance?

What steps does it intend to take to ensure the implementation of the GDPR in the field of education?

1 https://www.hellenicparliament.gr/UserFiles/7b24652e-78eb-4807-9d68-e9a5d4576eff/a-sxoleio-
epist.pdf?fbclid=IwAR1vV6GQUMrJA2bEjc9MFpvw5EmHCS_S9YUAIfrERbz7IOCmgmhIOSMSHFQ


